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ABSTRACT

High resolution esophageal manometry (HRM) is currently under development as can

be seen in the various Chicago classifications. In order to standardize criteria in certain

practical aspects with limited scientific evidence, the First National Meeting for

Consensus in High Resolution Manometry of the Spanish Digestive Motility Group took

place, bringing together a wide group of experts. The proposals were based on a prior

survey composed of 47 questions, an exhaustive review of the available literature and

the experience of the participants. Methodological aspects relating to the poorly

defined analysis criteria of certain new high resolution parameters were discussed, as

well as other issues previously overlooked such as spontaneous activity or secondary

waves. Final conclusions were drawn with practical applications.

Key words: High resolution esophageal manometry. Consensus meeting. Spanish

Digestive Motility Group

INTRODUCTION

Since esophageal manometry was introduced into clinical practice in the mid-70s,

technical and methodological changes have taken place that require standardization

and a common set of reference values and analysis criteria between laboratories. High

resolution esophageal manometry (HRM) has led to advances in the diagnosis and

treatment of esophageal motor disorders (1,2). Its incorporation was led by the

International High Resolution Manometry Working Group, and provided an

opportunity for updating and harmonizing concepts and criteria. The different versions

of the Chicago Classification (CCH) which this group created were a significant advance;
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however, the latest version (3) is incomplete, failing to describe over 30% of patients

with manometric findings (4).

Furthermore, the results depend on technical factors: perfusion or micro-driver

systems, catheter characteristics, system sensitivity, and probably the software used;

and methodological factors: the patient’s position, volume and consistency of the

bolus, measuring points and parameters used for analysis. The job of improving the

harmonization of the techniques and analysis criteria is something that only specialists

in the field can and should perform. To this end, the First National Meeting for

Consensus in High Resolution Manometry of the Spanish Digestive Motility Group

(GEMD) took place on the 7th and 8th of May 2015, the results of which are presented in

this article.

The aims of this study were to contribute to the knowledge of the methodology used

in this area, to guide and make recommendations on poorly defined and/or

controversial aspects and to harmonize the analysis criteria and procedures as far as

possible.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The meeting was attended by 30 specialists from 24 motility units with extensive

experience. The number of manometries performed each year by all participants was

estimated at between 10,000 and 12,000. During the previous months, a survey was

conducted with participants with 47 questions designed to evaluate the following: the

characteristics of the participating groups, technical and/or methodological aspects

and theoretical/practical concepts. The meeting was organized with seven round

tables, and the topics and presentations were selected on the basis of the survey

results and a review of the published literature (PUBMED). The questions selected

were those of the most practical interest and on issues with little or no published

scientific evidence. Depending on the issues, and where possible, the round tables

were supplemented with case studies provided by the participants.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Should some form of topical anesthesia be used?



Fifty per cent of respondents did not use anesthesia to perform HRM; 20% used

aerosol lidocaine and 30% used lidocaine gel.

Current situation

The use of topical anesthetics is optional (5). There are no well-designed multicenter

studies to assess their impact on manometry records. The information available

suggests that its use does not alter the motor activity of the esophagus, although it

could alter the dynamics of the early stages of swallowing (6). Both lidocaine and

benzocaine are useful to reduce the discomfort caused by catheterization (7,8). It is

recommended that their use be specified in the final report (9).

Conclusions

It is agreed that the use of topical anesthetics:

- Is not essential.

- The existence of possible allergies should be assessed, and the gel should be

used for nasal access and the aerosol for oral access.

- This should be specified in the report.

Should usual medication be withdrawn in studies or should studies reflect the

medication taken by the patient?

Forty per cent of respondents felt that any medication that could alter esophageal

motor activity should be withdrawn; 35% felt it should only be removed for specific

studies; 15% felt that only medication that is “not essential” to the patient should be

withdrawn; and 10% thought that no medication should be withdrawn.

Current situation

The HRM protocol recommends fasting for six hours and withdrawal of any medication

that might alter normal esophageal function at least 24-48 hours before the

examination. However, in some circumstances, although the action of a drug is known

to affect esophageal motility, this drug may be essential for the patient and therefore

withdrawing or maintaining it could alter the final interpretation of the study. The



length of time that the treatment should be suspended in order to eliminate the effect

of a drug on esophageal motility has not been established, as it varies according to the

type of drug.

In studies with protocols that aim to assess motor impairment related to certain

pathologies, any medication that could alter the contractile capacity of the esophagus

should be withdrawn. This would not be necessary in normal clinical studies.

Some of the most important drugs that can in some way alter esophageal motility are

included in table I (10-23).

On the other hand, there is no evidence that it is useful to perform examinations with

or without medication, although it may be relevant and improve therapeutic

management in certain processes. However, if the usual medication is maintained we

recommend that this be specified in the report; and if any medication is withdrawn,

this should be recorded and the time of withdrawal should be specified.

Conclusions

- In studies specifically designed to detect esophageal motor disorders, any

medication that could alter the contractile capacity of the esophagus should be

withdrawn.

- Some drugs can cause changes in esophageal motility but no studies have

shown that it is useful to perform examinations in “ON” or “OFF”.

- Studies that include the “ON-OFF” effect could provide relevant data and

improve diagnostic and/or therapeutic management.

- If variations occur in diagnosis, it should be specified in the reports that they

may have been caused by medication.

What interval should be maintained between swallows?

Sixty per cent of those surveyed thought that the interval should be at least of ten

seconds; 25% advocated for 30 seconds or more, and 15%, as soon as the LES reaches

it basal value.

Current situation



In the lower 2/3 of the esophageal body (esophagus made of smooth muscle fiber), the

peristaltic contraction is followed by a period of refractoriness during which the

esophageal muscle does not respond to excitatory stimuli (24). Swallows performed at

intervals of < 10 to 15 seconds can cause an inhibition of the contraction response

(5,24,25). Intervals above these limits are recommended. Some protocols recommend

20 seconds (27); others, which include the HRM standard in the CCH, establish periods

of 30 seconds (26,28). It is important to note that the greater the interval between

swallows, the greater the risk that “spontaneous” anti-protocol swallows occur.

Conclusions

- A ≥ 20 seconds minimum time or interval between liquid swallows is generally

sufficient, providing that the contraction activity triggered by the previous

swallow has disappeared.

Should a survey be conducted prior to the HRM study? Is a unified protocol required

for data collection?

All respondents believed that a survey should be conducted to assess clinical aspects.

Fifty-five per cent believed it should be supervised by the physician, 30% believed it

should be supervised by the nurse and 15%, that it should only be conducted in special

cases or for specific studies.

Regarding the need for a unified protocol, 65% thought that the survey should be

unified and common at a national level, 30% thought it was required only for very

specific studies and 5% considered it as unnecessary.

Current situation

Data collection prior to manometry studies is not performed according to an agreed

protocol. Each group uses their own protocol, often designed for a specific pathology

(GERD, dysphagia, chest pain, etc.). The general surveys are often sent alongside rules

for preparing the study and vary greatly in their content. No well-structured articles

have been found for the specific study of this subject.



Conclusions

- Surveys for evaluating symptoms should be conducted prior to manometry

studies, as they provide information that simplifies data collection and analysis.

Should the landmark resting pressures of the sphincters be recorded at the

beginning, during the study, or at the end?

50% of respondents said that it should be sometimes be done at the beginning and

sometimes at the end, depending on the patient’s collaboration. 30% said it should be

recorded at the beginning, 15% at the end, and 5% wanted an average of various

measurements.

Current situation

In some programs it is essential for a reference point for the resting pressures of both

sphincters (landmark) to be taken at baseline. These pressures, and particularly that of

the upper esophageal sphincter (UES), vary significantly throughout the recorded

procedure. Some authors (29) suggest that the values obtained at the end of the test

may better reflect its clinical utility.

Conclusions

- Although it is recommended that the reference points are recorded at baseline,

in certain cases this should be carried out during or at the end of the

procedure, especially in patients with poor initial tolerance.

Should reference be taken on gastric or atmospheric pressure? (Multiple answers)

Twenty per cent of respondents felt that the reference value to assess the resting

pressure of the lower sphincter should be gastric pressure in the lowest channel;

another 20% opted for the average pressure of all gastric channels; and 5%, for the

gastric pressure in the highest channel. Thirty-five per cent thought that atmospheric

pressure should be used as a reference.

Current situation



Although atmospheric pressure (AP) is considered to be more accurate and reliable

(30), most studies use intra-gastric pressure as a reference. This is due to the technical

limitations of perfusion systems (30). Besides, the CCH uses AP for all pressure

measurements except for integrated relaxation pressure (IRP), which is referenced to

gastric pressure (31). While this approach is justified in that it better reflects the

resistance of the bolus during its transit through the esophagogastric junction (EGJ), it

is much less useful when certain sensors cannot be placed in the gastric cavity of

patients with large hiatal hernias, anti-reflux surgery or after some bariatric surgery

techniques (Fig. 1).

Conclusions

- In HRM both pressures, atmospheric and gastric, are used as a zero reference;

changes in the reference points would require a broad international consensus.

Are there significant differences between the various analysis systems and

programs? (Multiple answers)

Fifty per cent of respondents felt that there were differences between infusion

equipment and microtransducers, 40% felt that the catheters had different

characteristics, another 40% pointed to differences in software, and 15% found no

differences.

Variations of normal values are described in relation to demographic factors (age,

obesity, etc.), and technical ones (diameter of the catheter, position of the patient,

consistency of the bolus, etc.) (32-36). In addition, the analysis programs are not

compatible and the elements of analysis cannot be superimposed. For example, the

relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter (LES) by IRP varies according to the

equipment used and to aspects related to the analytical system (e-sleeve).

Conclusions

- It is advisable to have normal values for each HRM system and protocols suited

to the characteristics of each piece of equipment. The data should be

exportable and compatible with different analysis programs.



Should the study be conducted in different positions and/or with different boluses or

textures?

With regard to the necessity of performing studies in different positions, 60% of

respondents considered them as necessary only in specific studies; 35%, only

exceptionally; for a 10% they were not necessary, and 5% believed they should always

be done in the supine and sitting position. As for swallows with different boluses and

textures, 75% of respondents felt they were only required in protocols or specific

studies and for a 25% they were necessary in patients with dysphagia.

Current situation

The standard HRM protocol is designed for a patient in a recumbent position and with

liquid swallows (3,37,38). However, advantages have been identified in certain

situations with the patient sitting (39) and using a solid bolus or standardized food (40-

42). Although some studies have been published with reference values under these

conditions (43,44), such conditions are not common and are not covered by the CCH,

which is most commonly used to define esophageal motor disorders (3,31). The fact

that the reference values vary significantly depending on the position

(recumbent/sitting) at rest (Fig. 1) and on crucial parameters such as the IRP-4s or the

distal contractile integral (DCI) (44) raises further doubts about its practical use.

Conclusions

- Currently, HRM studies are standardized for recumbent position and liquid

swallows. For the time being it is recommended that this system be

maintained.

- It may be useful, especially in patients with dysphagia, to complete studies with

swallows in more physiological positions and with different textures.

How much importance should be given to transient relaxations?

Sixty-five per cent of respondents believed that if they occur, they should be specified

in the report, 15% considered that their presence indicates an increased likelihood of



GER, and another 15% thought that they should only be reported if they were very

intense or frequent.

Current situation

Transient lower esophageal sphincter relaxations (tLESRs) are accompanied by

esophageal longitudinal muscle contraction and relaxation of the crural diaphragm.

They are usually caused by gastric distention and are mediated by a vagal reflex. They

occur at a frequency of about 3-6/h. They are considered as a physiological

phenomenon that allows gastric gas to be released through eructation (45).

TLESRs are responsible for 64-74% of GER episodes (46,47). Characteristically, TLESRs

with longer duration, lower nadir pressure, more diaphragmatic inhibition and ending

with a secondary wave are those accompanied by reflux (48) (Fig. 2).

GER episodes associated with tLESRs occur more frequently in standing or right lateral

recumbent position, and in obese patients (49). The main determinant of GERD is an

increased proportion of tLESRs associated with acid reflux and a higher gastro-

esophageal pressure gradient before and during tLESRs than in healthy subjects

(45,50).

Conclusions

- The presence of reflux during tLESRs is not always easy to identify if combined

studies with impedanciometry were not performed.

- No data are available to set normal limits on the number and characteristics of

tLESRs during a conventional study. It would be interesting to know the

averages and characteristics of tLESRs that appear in diagnostic studies and

their relationship with clinical practice, esophageal pH monitoring and

endoscopy.

In patients with a hiatal hernia ≤ 4 cm, where should the LES and gastric pressure

sensors be placed? (Multiple answers)

Fifty per cent of respondents felt that the pressure sensors should be placed above

and below the high pressure zone, including the crural diaphragm (CD); 35% would



place them above and below the high pressure area of the LES excluding the DC, and

25% considered LES and CD should be measured separately, specifying both results.

Regarding the gastric sensor, 60% believed it should be placed outside of the hiatal

hernia (HH) in the abdominal esophagus and 15%, within the HH.

In patients with a hiatal hernia > 4 cm, where should the LES and gastric pressure

sensors be placed? (Multiple answers)

Thirty per cent of respondents considered that the LES pressure sensors should be

placed above and below the high pressure zone of the LES excluding the DC; 35%

preferred above and below the high pressure area of the LES including the DC; and

30% recommended separate measurements for LES and CD if the latter is passed, and

specifying the results. Regarding the gastric sensor, 60% felt that if the diaphragm had

not been passed, the gastric sensor would remain intra hernia and the reference

should be AP, or it should be specified that the analysis is made with reference to intra

hernial pressure. According to a 10% of respondents, the sensor should be placed

within the hiatal hernia, and a 30% would place it outside it.

Current situation

It is believed that the pressure of the EGJ as a whole depends on the LES and CD

pressures, which helps to increase the pressure especially on inspiration (51). Under

normal circumstances, the esophagus is attached to the diaphragm by the phreno-

esophageal membrane, a key structure in the pathogenesis of HH (52-54). From a

manometric point of view, three subtypes of EGJ have been described according to

their morphology: subtype I (LES and overlapping DC), subtype II (separation between

the LES and CD < 2 cm), and subtype III or hiatal hernia (separation between EGJ and

CD > 2 cm). This latter subtype is in turn subdivided into IIIa and IIIb (55). The degree of

disruption of the EGJ influences the pattern of GER (56). Moreover, the EGJ is a

dynamic structure that changes depending on the position of the body, the state of

rest or swallowing and breathing movements; thus, when the HH is reduced, fewer

episodes of GER occur, and these are caused by tLESRs; however, when it is not

reduced, other mechanisms such as relaxation induced by swallowing or hypotonia of



the LES become more important (57).

Regarding the metric designed to assess the competence of the EGJ, different values of

normal resting pressure have been published, considering the median expiratory and

inspiratory pressure, and they vary depending on the type of equipment and catheter

used (3). Other possible parameters are being evaluated such as inspiratory increase

(55), integral LES pressure (58), the contractile integral of the EGJ (59) and the

valuation of intragastric pressure (60).

The published normality limits are so broad that they do not help to distinguish

between normal subjects and patients with EGJ dysfunction, so more studies are

required to determine the usefulness of the new proposed parameters.

Conclusions

- It is recommended that the morphology of the EGJ be described by defining its

subtypes.

- The HH should be measured. If the abdominal cavity can be passed, there is a

consensus on measuring the pressure of the whole EGJ and of the LES,

separately (Fig. 3).

- In cases where the HH is very large and the abdominal cavity cannot be passed,

pressure should be referenced to AP or intrahernia (specifying in the report

that it was not possible to pass the abdominal cavity as well as the reference

point taken).

- Although the new metric for EGJ pressure may be promising, there is

insufficient evidence for its routine use in clinical practice, thus for now it

seems reasonable to continue using the “classical” criteria.

- It is considered as important to specify, if applicable, the existence of

compartmentalization between the sphincter and the diaphragm in patients

with HH.

Should the cutoff value for the integrated relaxation pressure (IRP) be fixed or

adjusted according to the pattern of esophageal contractility?



Fifty-five of respondents considered that it could vary depending on the equipment,

the position and on whether the patients had been operated on; 15% thought it should

be a fixed value; another 15% deemed it as depended on the system used, and 5%

thought it should be adjusted to the pattern of esophageal contractility.

Current situation

The IRP reports the lowest average relaxation pressure, which is determined by using

an e-sleeve for four seconds (either continuous or non-continuous) within a window of

ten seconds. Initially, the normal value was established as IRP-4s < 15 mmHg with solid

state equipment (61). Subsequent studies suggest that a cutoff of ≤ 10 mmHg has

greater clinical utility (62,63). In any case, this value should be adjusted according to

the pattern of esophageal contractility, the patient’s position, whether the patient has

been operated on, the equipment used (perfusion systems or solid state) and aspects

related to the method of analysis (e-sleeve) (3,53,64-67).

Conclusions

- The IRP must be adjusted according to the equipment used, the patient’s

position, previous surgery on the EGJ and the pattern of esophageal

contractility.

What importance should be given to esophageal shortening? (More than one

answer)

Thirty-five percent of respondents felt that the esophageal shortening is more

common in patients with motor impairment, 15% felt that it should only be specified if

the episodes are particularly severe or frequent and 65% said that they should be

reported whenever they occur.

Current situation

Coordination between the longitudinal and circular muscle is the basis of the

pathophysiology of motor disorders (Fig. 4). One of the most interesting contributions

of HRM has been its emphasis on the contractile activity of the longitudinal muscle



layer identified by esophageal shortening. This technique allows the degree of EGJ

sliding to be measured, a better assessment of the coordination between the two

muscle layers and a better characterization of the function of the longitudinal muscle

(68).

In healthy patients, the mechanism that produces most GER episodes is tLESR (69).

There is controversy over whether the phenomenon of esophageal shortening

precedes the tLESR, helping to “un-anchor” the LES, or occurs later (70,71). The

contraction of the longitudinal muscle during the tLESR produces esophageal

shortenings of between 4.3 and 8 cm, while the shortening of swallowing does not

exceed 1.8 cm (72).

The latest evidence postulates that the differences between patients with or without

GERD depend on the number of tLESRs accompanied by reflux (73). Thus, when the

esophageal shortening is > 3 cm, 100% of tLESRs are accompanied by reflux (45). It

therefore appears that esophageal shortenings play a key role in GERD.

In patients with a hypercontractile esophagus, dissociation has been observed at the

beginning of the contraction of both muscle layers, causing dysphagia by trapping the

bolus (68).

The pattern of longitudinal muscle contraction has been associated with the

manometric subtypes of achalasia (74): in type I, no contraction occurs; in type II, the

contraction is responsible for pan-esophageal pressurization; and in type III, the

contraction is not coordinated with the circular layer.

Hypoperfusion of the esophageal wall during longitudinal muscle contraction has been

associated with chest pain and treatment-resistant heartburn, by pain related to

smooth muscle ischemia (75). Some studies suggest that mild pharyngeal stimuli may

cause contraction of the proximal longitudinal muscle, which in turn has been

associated with increased tLESRs (76).

Conclusions

- The ability to identify esophageal shortening is a breakthrough in our

physiological understanding of GERD and of motor disorders, and in the future

it may be a target for new treatments. It seems reasonable that they be



reported if they occur during the study.

What is the significance of different aspects of hypercontractile/jackhammer

esophagus? (More than one answer)

Seventy-five percent of respondents considered that it is only pathologically significant

if the DCI is > 8,000 mmHg cm-1/s-1. Sixty per cent said it does not always occur after

swallowing, 45% thought it was not always associated with symptoms, and 10%

considered that it is not possible to determine the limit of the upper edge of the EGJ.

Current situation

Jackhammer or hypercontractile peristalsis is an esophageal motility disorder

characterized by long duration spastic contractions and involving most of the smooth

fiber esophagus. In HRM it is defined as a DCI of over 8,000 mmHg cm-1/s-1 in ≥ 20% of

swallows, alongside a normal distal latency and an LES that relaxes normally (3) (Fig. 5).

This condition always occurs in symptomatic patients, although often the patient has

no symptoms during the condition. Some authors suggest that there is not yet

sufficient evidence available to definitively set the limit value above 8,000 mmHg cm-1

/s-1 (77).

Conclusions

- There is not sufficient evidence available to definitively set the upper DCI

diagnostic limit at 8,000 mmHg cm-1/s-1.

- In some cases it is difficult to differentiate the S3 and S4 esophageal segments

during contraction, especially if they are associated with esophageal

shortening.

- One option is to include global contractility (S2, S3 and S4) or to establish a

theoretical limit by locating the upper border 3 cm above the lower border of

the UEG.

Should the basal esophageal pressure be assessed?



Forty per cent of respondents felt that it should always be evaluated; another 40%

considered it should be evaluated when relevant, as in achalasia, and 25% would only

evaluate it when associated with retention symptoms.

Current situation

In conventional manometry, basal esophageal pressure has been considered to be a

useful parameter in the diagnosis of achalasia (78,79). Various criteria have been used

for its analysis, and the most common one consists in measuring the nadir of

expiration at rest. Its normal value is negative with respect to the gastric expiratory

pressure and may vary, increasing throughout the study when the swallowed water is

retained in the esophageal body (e.g., achalasia). No limit values have been

established, but it is considered to be pathological when equal to or above gastric

pressure.

Conclusions

- In HRM the baseline esophageal pressure has not been included among the

parameters used in the CCH; however, this information is of great interest as it

evaluates retention in the esophageal body. When it is abnormal it should be

described in the report.

What is the significance of double-peak and multi-peak waves? (More than one

answer)

Forty-five per cent of respondents believed that the presence of waves with three or

more peaks was associated with motor disorder, another 45% felt multi-peak waves

are always important when they are also simultaneous, and 10% considered them as

irrelevant.

Current situation

Double peak waves generally occur in the lower esophagus and indicate a delay in the

onset of contraction of contractile segment S3 compared to S2. They have no clear

pathological significance, but they may suggest the presence of hyper-contractile



disorders (80,81). The appearance of waves with three or more peaks (multi-peak

waves) is usually associated with an esophageal motor disorder (81). There are no

studies to support their clinical relevance as an isolated motor impairment. Some

studies suggest that they are not in fact repetitive esophageal contractions, but

instead represent respiration movements in the contracted segment of the esophagus

in relation to the pressure sensor (82) (Fig. 6). These findings have not been

corroborated by subsequent studies (83,84).

Conclusions

- Multi-peak waves are usually associated with an esophageal motor disorder,

although their association with an isolated motor impairment has not been

demonstrated.

How should simultaneous repetitive contractions be assessed?

Forty-five per cent felt that their presence should be reported but without influencing

the assessment of other waves, 15% deemed them as equivalent to a multi-peak wave,

and 5% considered that they should not be taken into account.

Current situation

Repeated simultaneous contractions are pathological and their occurrence should be

reported. Some authors consider them to be diagnostic criteria for some forms of

achalasia and for diffuse spasms (DES) (85,86). The CCH does not assign a precise

meaning to them. They sometimes follow respiratory movements.

Conclusions

- Spontaneous activity in the form of simultaneous esophageal contractions is

not seen in young healthy subjects and should therefore be considered as

pathological. It indicates “esophageal irritability” and can be seen in esophageal

motor disorder or GERD.



Should spontaneous activity and activity not related to protocol swallows be

assessed?

Forty-five per cent of respondents thought assessment was required only when activity

was relevant and unrelated to intubation; 25%, only if associated with symptoms; 15%

considered that it should always be assessed, and another 15%, that it should not be

assessed.

Current situation

The spontaneous activity in the form of simultaneous esophageal contractions (tertiary

waves in classical terminology) is common in the elderly and is not observed in young

healthy subjects; it should therefore be considered as pathological in this population

group. It indicates “esophageal irritability” and can be seen in esophageal motor

disorders or GERD.

Although they are not included in the CCH, in “conventional” manometry their

presence is considered as a manometric diagnostic criterion for DES (87). Clearly

abnormal contractions that are unrelated to programmed swallows are often

recorded. They are not included in the CCH, but they may have clinical significance.

Conclusions

- The presence and possible causal mechanism of simultaneous contractions and

of contractile activity recorded “off-protocol” should be described in the final

report according to its characteristics, frequency, and likely clinical relevance.

Should secondary waves be assessed?

Eighty per cent of respondents felt that their presence should be reported but without

influencing the assessment of other waves.

Current situation

The characteristics of secondary peristalsis are well known (88,89) and can be easily

seen with HRM; however, they are not covered by the CCH. They are defined as

peristaltic contractions that are not preceded by swallowing, that respond to the



stimulation of mechanoreceptors and/or chemoreceptors of the esophageal wall and

the aim of which is to “cleanse” the esophageal body content. They may appear as a

consequence of a swallow with weak primary peristalsis that did not effectively clear

the swallowed bolus, due to partial retention of swallowed material caused by distal

flow obstruction (high IRP), or in response to an episode of GER. HRM can easily

identify both situations.

Conclusions

- Although they are a physiological response to the presence of esophageal

intraluminal content, if they are frequent during the study, their presence

should be reported in the report along with their possible causal mechanism.

What parameters should be analyzed?

One hundred per cent of those attending believed that the IRP-4s should be analyzed,

and 90% considered the DCI, the resting pressure of the EGJ and the integrity of the

contractile front to be susceptible to analysis. Eighty per cent thought that the total

length of the LES should be indicated, 75% focused on the pressure inversion point;

70%, on the intrabolus pressure and distal latency; 60%, on the contractile front

velocity, and 45%, on the length of the LES abdominal portion.

Current situation

In the CCH version 3.0 (3) the classical parameters of contraction in the esophageal

body (wave amplitude, velocity and duration) are combined into a single parameter

called DCI, which defines the force or strength of the contraction. Weak contractions

with values below 450 mmHg cm-1/s-1, or failed peristalsis (interrupted) below 100

mmHg cm-1/s-1 are considered as ineffective contractions. Peristaltic waves with DCI >

8,000 mmHg cm-1/s-1 are considered to be hyper-contractile, and a hyper-contractile

esophagus is defined by the presence of at least 20% of contractions with DCI > 8,000

mmHg cm-1/s-1. The morphology, the type of contraction and the relationship between

the contraction of the esophageal body and the EGJ resistance to flow are determined

only with waves with DCI > 450 mmHg cm-1/s-1 using criteria based on distal latency and



the isobaric contour > 20 mmHg.

Regarding the evaluation of the EGJ resistance to flow by determining the intrabolus

pressure, pan-pressurization and compartmentalized pressurization of the UEG, its

limits are not clear, nor is it clear whether to consider using values above 17 mmHg

(67) or only with pressurization > 30 mmHg as measured by the isobaric contour (3).

Conclusions

- There is insufficient clarity on the clinical significance or how to grade patients

presenting contractions with values between 5,000 and 8,000 mmHg cm-1/s-1,

according to different criteria (95th percentile or never seen in normal subjects)

but both with sufficient specific weight.

- It is difficult to assess these amendments as they were published only recently.

Although these changes are generally considered as appropriate, their

application to everyday clinical practice presents some difficulties. In general, a

careful assessment of the new criteria is deemed as necessary once more

experience has been gained on how to apply them.

How should the multiple swallow test be performed?

Sixty per cent of respondents felt it should be done with the patient seated and 25%

opted for supine position; 45% felt that the patient should drink directly from the glass

and for a 30% a “straw” should be used. In terms of volume, 45% felt that 100 cc

should be given, and 25%, that 200 cc are required.

In order to evaluate the rapid swallow test, 40% felt that a series of small volumes of

water should be given.

What is assessed in the multiple swallow test?

Seventy-five per cent of respondents considered that the object of assessment is

whether inhibition occurs in the esophageal body and the LES in addition to retention

in the esophagus; 80% considered the presence or absence of an effective contraction

following the last swallow as the object of analysis; 65% thought the test focusses on

the characteristics of this contraction; and 5% considered it assesses whether the test



was completed.

Current situation

Both the rapid swallow test (RS) (4-6 swallows of 5 ml every 2-3 seconds) (90,91) and

the stress test with multiple swallows (MS) (100-200 ml with swallows in quick

succession without breaks) (40,41,94) are easy to perform and do not require a

significant prolongation of the test, so they should be performed to complete the HRM

study.

The RS test should be done with the patient recumbent, administering the bolus by

syringe. In the MS test the patient should be sitting and drinking with a straw or

directly from the cup. Drinking from the cup is more physiological but not always

easier, because if more than three seconds elapse between swallows the test is no

longer valid (94). The RS test is especially suitable for patients with hypomotility, as it

allows the functional peristaltic reserve that has been linked with the appearance of

dysphagia after fundoplication (91,95,96) to be assessed.

Regarding the stress test with MS, although a 200 ml volume can discriminate better

than one of 100 ml, many patients with severe dysphagia do not tolerate it (94).

Unlike what occurs after the RS test, the absence of a final peristaltic wave after the

stress test with MS does not appear to be relevant (it does not show up in 50% of

normal controls) (40,41,94).

The MS stress test is especially suitable for patients with dysphagia (94,96). It is highly

recommended when medical records are compatible with achalasia but with IRP below

the lower limit (specific to the equipment used), in tracings with increased flow

resistance and in patients with esophageal-gastric surgery (92). In some cases, studies

with impedance can be useful, having been related to radiological contrast studies in

patients with achalasia (93).

Conclusions

- The RS and MS tests are easy to perform and do not excessively prolong the

examination.



- The RS test evaluates the functional peristaltic reserve of the esophagus, which

may be important in patients with hypomotility-type motor disorders.

- The MS test is useful in the study of dysphagia. It is therefore recommended

that it be performed as part of the HRM study.

What is assessed in the upper esophageal sphincter?

Ninety per cent of respondents felt that the objects of assessment are the resting and

residual pressures, the length and the contractile activity with and without swallowing.

Current situation

The UES resting pressure varies throughout the study, and the value obtained at the

end of the test will likely be more useful with regard to symptoms (29). Although

several studies have demonstrated that HRM is useful in identifying the motor

behavior of the different elements involved in the pharyngo-esophageal phase of

swallowing (97) and the prospect of automatically analyzing this area seems ever

closer (98), the current situation shows that:

1. In the UES, the lower fascicle of the lower pharyngeal constrictor and the first few

cm of the circular layer of the cervical esophagus work alongside the cricopharyngeal

muscle.

2. The CCH does not provide criteria or analytical tools for the UES, although this does

not prevent functional impairments from being recognized in different pathologies

that affect this complex region.

3. The UES motor behavior should not be considered as an isolated event as it is closely

linked to reflex mechanisms triggered at the level of the pharynx, esophageal body

and/or EGJ.

4. Assessment of the morphology of the pharyngo-esophageal junction at baseline

(without swallowing), and of the behavior of the pharynx, UES and upper esophagus

after swallowing, can provide information that may improve the diagnostic and

therapeutic approach to various degenerative and/or neurological pathologies.

Conclusions



- HRM is no doubt a great advance in the study of the UES. Currently, no specific

software is available for assessing the pharynx and UES; however, it should not

be studied in isolation from the rest of the esophagus.

What normal values are used in HRM?

Seventy per cent of respondents use the CCH values; 25% utilize the values by each

manufacturer; 15%, the values of the classical system; 10%, the locally validated

values, and 5% thought that there were no well-defined values.

Current situation

The findings made in conventional manometry studies, later confirmed by HRM, have

described variations of normal values according to technical, ethnic and demographic

factors. Moreover, HRM has modified concepts, parameters and assessment methods

with clear differences between different analysis programs (32,34).

What normal values are used in HRM with impedanciometry?

The survey could not be evaluated due to the low number of responses.

Combined high resolution manometry studies with impedanciometry (HRM -I) are

relatively recent, and neither their methodology nor their analysis parameters are

completely defined. The normal values of this technique are based on various studies

made with healthy volunteers using liquid and viscous boluses. Swallows with

incomplete clearing were considered as pathological in over 20% of liquid swallows

and over 30% of swallows with viscous boluses (99). A 2,400 Ω cutoff point was

established to distinguish between patients with dysphagia and healthy controls (100).

New studies are needed to confirm these results.

Conclusions

- It is recommended that, as far as possible, normal values are available for each

laboratory. Failing that, values should be applied from studies made with

equipment and protocols similar to those being used.



How should the report be drafted? (More than one answer)

Seventy per cent of respondents said that the CCH diagnosis should be included, 65%

recommended a clinical diagnosis, 60% also thought that treatment recommendations

should be included, and 50% deemed a summary of manometry results as necessary.

Current situation

The report must include general information and manometric aspects of the LES and

esophageal body motor behavior; there is no unanimous agreement on whether the

LES should be included or not. General information includes: patient identification,

date, equipment used, indication, tolerance to the test, topical anesthesia, etc. The

description of motility includes: EGJ morphology, the resting and relaxation pressures

of the LES, baseline pressure of the esophageal body and the characteristics of motor

behavior after swallowing (timing, amplitude and duration of contractions) (9). In

general terms, it is recommended that the HRM guidelines established by the Mayo

Clinic for conventional esophageal manometry be followed. (9).

Conclusions

- The CCH leaves out of its assessment certain data that have so far been

considered as essential, such as the LES resting pressure.

- It uses new, less commonly known concepts and terminology in non-specialized

areas. It is important to use “understandable” terms, to try to stick to new

classifications and to refer to well-established concepts whenever necessary.

- The possible relation to organic disorders (secondary motor disorders) should

be considered, making treatment management recommendations whenever

possible.

In summary, HRM is under development as is clear from the succession of Chicago

classifications. Some practical aspects are not sufficiently well defined, whereas in

other areas the fact that certain parameters have been recently introduced means that

there is very little accumulated experience. The aim of this meeting was to guide and

harmonize as far as possible the criteria to be followed in situations in daily practice

where current guidelines are poorly defined. We are aware that decisions by



consensus have a “limited value” compared to scientific evidence obtained in well-

designed, randomized, double blind studies, and for this reason the conclusions of this

meeting do not intend to be dogmatic, and do not attempt to impose criteria.
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Table I. Drugs that may affect esophageal motility

Effect Inflammation-erosion

of the mucous

membrane

Reduction of the LES

pressure and of

esophageal contractions

Increased contraction

strength

Drugs Antibiotics

- Doxycycline

- Tetracycline

- Clindamycin

NSAIDs and ASAs

Bisphosphonates

Quinidine

Paclitaxel

Ferrous sulfate

Nitrites

- Isosorbide

dinitrate

Calcium antagonists

- Nifedipine

Angiotensin antagonists

- Cadesartan

Theophylline

B-adrenergic agonists

- Salbutamol

- Terbutaline

Phosphodiesterase

inhibitors

- Sildenafil

Psychotropics

- Benzodiazepines

Opiates (TME achalasia

type)

β1 blockers

- Atenolol

Cholinergics

- Bethanecol

Anticholinergics

- Pyridostigmine

Serotoninergics

- Buspirone

- Prucalopride

Antibiotics

- Azitromycin



Fig. 1. Variations in resting pressure of the esophageal gastric junction according to the

body position. A. Sitting. B. Supine. C. Left lateral decubitus. D. Right lateral decubitus.

Fig. 2. Secondary wave at the end of a temporary relaxation.

Fig. 3. Measurements of the lower sphincter and of the esophageal gastric junction in a

patient with a hiatal hernia.

Fig. 4. Esophageal shortening with dissociation of the muscle layers. Contraction of the

longitudinal layer not triggered by swallowing and not associated with contraction of

the circular layer.

Fig. 5. Hyper-contractile contraction DCI > 8,000 mmHg cm-1/s-1 and distal latency (DL)

normal.



Fig. 6. Multi-peak waves. Some studies suggest that they are not really repetitive

esophageal contractions, but instead represent breathing movements in the

contracted segment of the esophagus in relation to the pressure sensor.


